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Since Sri Lanka gained independence from British rule on February 4th 1948,

there have been occasional ethnic conflicts between the Sinhalese who comprise the majority

of the island's populati on, and the Tamil minority who live mostly in the northern and

eastern areas. A substantial number of the Tamils also work and reside in the southern and

western parts of Sri Lanka. ' The Tamils suffered worst during the riots in July 1983 and

then many fled the country seeking refuge mainly in neighbouring Tamilnadu in South India.

The original violent communal conflict of 1956 was limited mainly to a part

of the Eastern province and arose as sequel to the enactment of the official Language Act

which made Sinhalese the only official language of Sri Lanka. The political representatives

of the Tamils had organised protests against the measure which was regarded as

discriminatory , and the Sinhalese had retaliated . From that time onwards the two

communities have had a relationship marked by rivalry characterised by uneasy peace and

conflict .

Tamils are mostly Hindus while the Sinhalese are predominantly Buddhists.

Yet differences in religion have not figured so much in their hostilities . The reason for their

conflict has been that while Tamils consider the Sinhalese chauvinist, the Sinhalese see in the

Tamil demands for autonomy or even separation, a division of the country. 2 Moreover both

communities entertain visions of being minorities under siege, and are assailed by a sense

of insecurity .



The prospect of Sri Lanka turn ing into a Sinhalese Buddhist state is feared

most by the Tamils to be a danger to their existence asa  distinct culture. On the other hand,

Tamils entertaining plans of separatism or autonomy bring to the Sinhalese mind fears of

getting integrated with the over 50 million ethnic Tamils living across the narrow stretch of

sea that separates the island from Tamilnadu in Southern India that plagued the early history

of the Sinhalese. In this context when the Tamils who fled from violence in 1983, and in

years thereafter , went particularly to Tamilnadu, the presence of Tamil refugees there

became a problem both to India and to Sri Lanka.

Existence of large numbers of Sri Lankan Tamils in Tamilnadu naturally spelt

problems to India which had to house, feed, care for them, and provide security . To the Sri

Lankan government, it meant working out a suitable relationship with its proximate

neighbour that would not cause misunderstanding or embarrassment, and unwholesome

international relations . Also, the Sri Lankan government feared the refugee Tamils getting

together with the Tamil Nadu Tamils as a threat . Considering the numbers that entered India,

Sri Lankan refugees by their quantity alone posed a formidable problem to the state of Tamil

" Nadu and the Indian govern ment. An estimate shows that since 1990 approximately 120,000

Sri Lankan Tamils have been living in Southern India in the refugee camps run by the

government of India while another 80,000 were living outside. Today the numbers are lesser.

As a rule India provided "temporary asylum to refugees for whom the only durable solutions

are resettlement and voluntary repatriation ." 3

Present figures of refugees in the state of Tamil Nadu in India are reported to

be 70,000 in government run camps and about 90,000 outside living on their own resources

apparently. 4 While numbers in the govern ment run camps could be accurate the total of

those living outside cannot be accurately computed because some have been entering

Southern India under various pretexts such as for studies and as tourists , and had continued

to reside there. They have moved from place to place and to keep track of them is not so

easy; and there have also been some who have entered illegally. As the journal Refugees No.

28 of April 1986 observed of the refugees "some avoided all the checks and lived quite

illegally." They obtained no official aid and managed on their own in one way or another or



by begging. They mixed with marginal groups in India and could not be distinguished. This

type of refugees causes severe problems to the host country. The Palk Strait which separates

Sri Lanka from Tamil Nadu could be traversed easily by boat which entails a journey of an

hour or two. The sea route has been declared a restricted area and is usually controlled by

Indian and Sri Lankan authorities but control is not totally effective. Consequently the Palk

Strait has remained and continues to remain a supply route for arms and men for the Sri

Lankan Tamil guerrilla forces. 5

When the refugees entered in 1983 they got divided into 3 groups. Besides the

camp and non-camp refugees there were the militants in special camps. The militant

leadership was elitist and were distinguishable from the mass of refugees. Militant leadership

gained support and recruited forces from the special refugee camps, which were closed after

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi's murder. But their legacy continued to haunt the refugees,

The non-camp refugees, not financially assisted by the government, were

mostly businessmen and professionals. But there also were some almost destitute youth who

fled to India out of fear of being recruited by the militants. Since Prime Minister Rajiv

Gandhi's death, India attempted to move non-camp refugees into camps for security reasons

or they have lived incognito for fear of being interned in special camps.

In addition there were ordinary camp refugees in 132 camps in Tamil Nadu,

and a special one in Orissa . Some of these camps were good, some unsatisfactory . Likewise

some of the local inhabitants around have received them well , others have shown an animus.

Women in particular experience social and psychological problems that have continued and

increased.

It was only in March 1990 that Tamil Nadu refused asylum to 1,638 Tamil

Eelam Liberation Organisation (TELO), Eelam National Democratic Liberation Front

(ENDLF) and Eelam Peoples Revolutionary Liberation Front (EPRLF) cadres who were

despatched to Malkangiri in Orissa State. Later , only the ENDLF members remained in a

militants' camp: really 250 remaining militant refugees from Trmcomalee and Batticaloa in



East Sri Lanka continued in the militants' camp. All trained by Indian security forces, they

could dismantle and assemble a gun in seconds: actually an army in waiting who later faded

into the night as escapees as did their predecessors !

Militants in their camp lived almost like ordinary camp refugees in Tamil

Nadu, and the dividing line between the refugee and militant was very thin in respect of the

rank and file . Only the militant leadership differed. Other militants dressed immaculately and

did not appear downtrodden but were otherwise similar to other refugees.

Adecrease in refugees in Tamil Nadu afterwards was owing to the

implementation by the governments of India and Sri Lanka from the beginning of 1992, of

their bilateral agreement on repatriation . Accordingly , at" the end of May 1992 itself , over

23,000 persons returned to Sri Lanka. 6 However, the repatriation scheme has not operated

smoothly or uninterruptedly.

Yet it was resumed on 13 August 1993 after almost one year. Allegations were

made that repatriation was not of a voluntary nature and conditions in Sri Lanka were not

conducive for the return of refugees. 7 Apparently it is because of such charges that

repatriation could not run regularly . The attempt by staff of the United Nations Committee

for Refugees to check on these allegations at Madras in Tamil Nadu and at Trincomalee and

Vavuniya in Sri Lanka indicated that returnees "had not been subject to overt coercion " .

Moreover, their staff were satisfied that conditions in Sri Lanka were not adverse as to be

adisincentive to refugees returning home. Hence in regard to "the voluntary nature of the

repatriation and the principle of non-refoulement".... "as well as the awareness of the

returnees of prevailing conditions in their respective home areas" 8 there was little doubt.

Still , in a matter of this nature the true position will continue to be debated.

T.N. Gopalan in "A Report on the conditions of the Sri Lankan Tamil refugees

in Tamil Nadu and Sri Lanka" in November 1993 presents a view about repatriation which

also is worth noting since the true position of the Tamil refugee is a subject of controversy

indeed.



Indian and Tamil Nadu govern ments anxiously, actively encouraged

repatriation regardless of the returnee's future. Likewise , the UN High Commission for

Refugees induced refugees to return despite problems of resettlement .

Between March 1991 and September 1993, out of 1.2 lakhs of refugees in

Tamil Nadu Camps, 36,000 were sent back. They had returned as they had no other option.

But while they were happy to vacate "stifling " Tamil Nadu camps they were not hopeful of

satisfactory resettlement and opposed further repatriation . Coercion and intimidation urging

refugees to return took place along with exaggerated reports of improved conditions in Sri

Lanka being propagated to hasten return of refugees.

Refugees "once cared for, well protected " and for whose children places were

reserved in higher educational institutions , "suddenly became unwanted guests", were

suspected, harassed, and even persecuted after Rajiv Gandhi's assassination in 1991.

Additionally , special camps with "sub-jail " conditions were designed to make the refugee's

life difficult. However, conditions of reception by the host even earlier had soured when the

Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam confronted in 1987 Indian peace keeping forces. Refugees'

boats had been seized in 1990 so as to dissuade their influx into India, and conditions in

camps were allowed to deteriorate in order to goad refugees to leave.

Furthermore, the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka has degenerated into a civil war

which escalates at times and subsides otherwise. The flight of refugees from Sri Lanka

accordingly increases or abates, and refugees tend to return when the conflict is not so

intense. After August 1993, about 69,000 Tamils returned from Tamil Nadu following "a

limited improvement in human rights and a lull in fighting in Sri Lanka in early 1993" which

would have prompted ...." peace was close at hand." 9 Really the scenario turn ed out

different. In late September, the conflict, which had left numbers either dead or missing over

the past decade, erupted ferociously once more when Sri Lankan military forces embarked

on a severe attack on areas under control of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE).

The LTTE in turn mounted a severe counter attack on November . As a result of both

offensives more than a thousand lost their lives. Naturally, in such encounters ordinary folk



suffer in the cross-fire or sometimes the army wreaks vengeance on them. The ebb and flow

of Sri Lankan Tamil refugees as well as their desire to return to North East Sri Lanka get

conditioned by the vicissitudes of the civil war.

These Sri Lankan Tamil refugees ab initio took readily to moving into Tamil

Nadu in South India. The language spoken by the people there was quite familiar.

Additionally , like the great majority of the Tamils in Tamil Nadu the greater part of the Sri

Lankan Tamil refugees were also Hindus. But even the smaller lot of Christians among the

refugees found themselves not in strange surroundings because they found similar Christians .

Thus linguistic and religious affinities made Tamil Nadu familiar to Tamil refugees ever

since they fled , mostly later from North and East Sri Lanka. 10

In 1983 when between 27,000 to 30,000 Tamils found sanctuary in Tamil

Nadu, the majority of them had lost their homes and possessions in the riots . Yet, most "still

had sufficient resources , or contacts , to live outside of refugee camps." " The Tamils of Sri

Lanka had friendly contacts in Tamil Nadu . This also induced them to choose Tamil Nadu

as their haven, particularly cities like Madras, Tiruchirappalli and Madurai . Some had

relatives with whom they could reside.

Indeed, two-thirds of those who arrived between July and December 1983 or

approximately 20,000 were up-country plantation Tamil people. The rest of about 10,000

Tamils were those described "Sri Lankan Tamils" mainly from Colombo. A fewer came from

Jafma and other districts in the North and East. The immediate influx consisted of those who

arrived by air or ship. Throughout 1983 regular ferry transport plied across the Palk Strait

between Talaimannar in Sri Lanka and the Indian port , Rameswaram. In later years, the ferry

stopped. People then crossed over by sea in boats and reached even other ports on the eastern

coast of Tamil Nadu.

The number of refugees swelled in 1984 and 1985 since the conflict between

Tamil militants and Sri Lanka forces had then grown severer. In mid 1985, about 75,000

Tamil refugees stayed outside independently while about 23,000 lived in government aided



refugee camps within Tamil Nadu. Of the number outside camps, about 60 per cent were

"Sri Lankan" Tamils while the other 40 per cent were up-country Tamil peoples . The former

gathered in and around Madurai and Tiruchirappalli; eighty per cent of the arrivals were

Hindus, the balance Christians . 12

At this time, Tamil refugees living outside the camps belonged mostly to an

"urban, white collar background, "hailing mainly from Jaffna, Colombo, Kandy or Nuwara

Eliya in Sri Lanka. Interestingly a study of those refugees then indicated that there were

"hardly any labourers from the tea estates of Sri Lanka and none of the fishermen from the

coastal area".

This picture however differed when camps were surveyed. In 1985, the

seventy camps in Tamil Nadu showed that 70 per cent of inmates came from Mannar, a very

poor district in Sri Lanka and half this number were cultivators or fishermen while the rest

of the 30 per cent comprised office workers and professionals. Within camps, about 70 per

cent of the number were Sri Lankan Tamils while the balance comprised up-country Tamils;

half the number in 1985 were Christians , largely because Mannar was strongly Roman

Catholic."

Of those in the first lot of refugees who arrived in Tamil Nadu in the post-July

ethnic violence in Sri Lankan towns, many had suffered loss of homes and livelihood ,but still

were able to support themselves after arrival . They had fl ed Sri Lanka through fear of the

army, or because of the uncertainty of their future, concern for the education of children, and

afear of being looted or molested by unsavoury elements.

The scene in 1985 however varied somewhat. Among arrivals , a considerable

percentage were cultivators from rural areas in the North and East of Sri Lanka. Of about

68,000 refugees in Tamil Nadu, one-third had to obtain assistance from the Indian

government, and about 90 per cent of the refugees in camps confessed that they fled to Tamil

Nadu through fear of Sri Lankan security forces. And more than ten percent of the arrivals



had suffered the loss of a family member or more. The situation in Sri Lanka was

characterised at this time not by outbreaks of occasional ethnic violence but by general and

continued violent fighting in the North and East. 14

India was host to refugees from countries such as Afghanistan, Iran and Burma

and had allowed the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) to have a

small office and limitedly assist some of them. Nevertheless , India was not a signatory to the

UN Refugee Convention and this restricted the UNHCR from "exercising its full assistance

and protective mandate in regard to the 210,000 Sri Lankans in Tamil Nadu as well as the

Tibetan and Bangladeshi Chittagong Hill Tracts' refugees." The only help taken from the

UNHCR following the Tibetan and the Bangladeshi crisis in 1959 and 1971 was financial ,

But in a surprise move on 37 July 1992 India signed a Memorandum of Understanding with

the UNHCR and this made the UNHCR to get involved in repatriating Sri Lankan refugees.

Nevertheless , India had given a generous welcome from the start to the Tamil

asylum seekers although there may have been a few unpleasant incidents. Indeed, India had

even despatched a ship to Sri Lanka in September 1983 for collecting about 1000 up-country

Tamil people from camps in Colombo after the July ethnic riots . 15

With the normal ferry service being halted after November 1984 it was not

restarted the year following. Then many of the refugees had resorted to fleeing in small boats

as mentioned earlier . Rates levied for travel were extortionate , and most refugees arrived

worn out and destitute , seeking aid from the government. They were registered at a

divisional office and issued with refugee identity certificates . Additionally , while refugees

stopped temporarily at the transit camp of Mandapam, families were issued cooking and

eating utensils, clothes, bedcovers and sleeping mats. When they were sent thereafter to one

of the camps in Tamil Nadu, refugees received a monthly grant paid to the head of a

household with additional small sums for each dependent. Essential commodities such as rice ,

sugar and oil were also sold to refugees at subsidized prices . 16



Camps were located in abandoned cinema halls, community centres, small

schools, cyclone shelters and common rest houses and in a few places in special housing

schemes. Generally the camps lacked proper medical aid, toilet facilities, and occasionally

water supply was scarce. Refugees also grumbled that government had not given them

sufficient funds. Some refugees sought employment outside but this was not permitted .

Consequently, people with professional and other skills had to idle; they were unable to grow

crops or fish. Furthermore, the education of children suffered since admission to schools was

not easy without any of the necessary certificates. 17

As a rule, most refugees in camps found that their basic needs in regard to

food, clothing and shelter were more or less satisfied. Small minorities also admitted that in

regard to education , employment or financial help they were content. Generally, the lot of

the refugees in the camps was "better than that of some of the Indians outside the camps"

although they complained that their standard of living was "much lower than what they were

used to in Sri Lanka" " Over 70 per cent of the refugee inmates wished to return to Sri

Lanka in July 1985 provided normal conditions prevailed. So it was only a concern of

security that principally kept back refugees in India. To accommodate sporadic arrivals later

at places like Point Calimere in September, and from different parts of Sri Lanka such as

Trincomalee , India had to open a new reception centre around Nagappatinam too.

Some refugees who were outside camps too experienced a standard of living

lower than that they had enjoyed in Sri Lanka. But they found life far safer. Some got

employment in Tamil Nadu notwithstanding official prohibitions. Others depended on the

support of friends or relatives either living in India or in Sri Lanka or in other overseas

countries . Majority of these refugees then had acknowledged that the Indians had treated

them well. Only about 15 to 20 per cent had complained that they had faced difficulties in

regard to education of children, employment or their status of immigration.19

To a country like India, the refugees were a financial burden and an added

administrative chore. Among the other problems they caused was that when refugees were

cared for by the government this gesture invited the envy of a considerable number of Indians

who were badly off and felt aggrieved that they were not being looked after instead. But,



more Seriously , in addition to the genuine asylum seekers fleeing in fright , with India

showing a concern for the affected Tamil people of Sri Lanka during the premiership of

Indira Gandhi, the Tamil militant presence in Tamil Nadu also increased. This brought in its

wake graver problems .

After July 1983 all the principal Tamil militant groups operated from Madras

receiving from the government both covert and overt support . They travelled to and fro

without travel papers, and carried weapons illegally. They smuggled gems and other such

contraband.

Clearly, both the central and the state governments were not only supplying

aid then but also assisting the Sri Lankan Tamil guerrillas with training. 2G Indira Gandhi -

".... helped Tamil secessionist groups to the maximum extent possible".21

Later, no doubt, her successor "Rajiv Gandhi declared that Eelam was against

India's interests and cracked down on Tamil militant groups in India."nBut already enough

space anfl time had been given to them in Tamil Nadu.

In Tamil Nadu , the militant Tamil groups especially the LTTE found a patron

in M.G. Ramachandran, Chief Minister, who at one time donated Rs.30 mullion (Indian) to

the Tigers and also a lesser sum to the Eelam Revolutionary Organisation of Students

(EROS).23 This provided greater encouragement and had spurred the Tamil militants further.

And later on, in the post July 1983 period , the Indian Research and Analysis Wing (RAW)

became heavily involved with the militants which implied even stronger support to the

guerrillas .

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi did not completely cut off support but distanced

himself from Tamil militants as he Played peace maker in the Sri Lankan ethnic conflict. He

organised negotiations between the Sri Lankan government and me Tamil militant groups in

July 1985 in Thimpu, Bhutan. But they failed and Indian mediation tried again in April and



December 1986 too failed likewise. Faced with the intransigence of the militants whose

demand was more for a separate state on which they showed no inclination to compromise,

Rajiv Gandhi almost gave an eviction notice to them in Tamil Nadu.

The Tiger leadership then shifted to the Jaffna peninsula in Sri Lanka in

January 1987 and has since continued fighting the Sri Lankan government except during the

uneasy peace intervals that followed the Indo-Sri Lanka agreement of 29, July 1987 and the

lull during a period of secret but fruitless discussions under president Ranasinghe Premadasa

between 1989 and 1990.

S.D. Muni describes vividly how the ethnic violence of 24 July, 83 and the

outflow of victims directly effected India. Victims of violence were not only Sri Lankan

Tamils but also estate workers of Indian origin . The government in India then could not

"remain a silent spectator". Apart from "affecting the Indian nationals and the Indian

establishments" in Sri Lanka, "...India's regional concerns as well as its ideological

sensitivities , including threats to internal stability and order in its own southern state of Tamil

Nadu " all "weighed more heavily on India's policy-making.'124 In such a situation no wonder

the Tamil militants were able to exploit to advantage their stay in India when they found that

India's concern brought strains between India and Sri Lanka and empathy towards the

Tamils.

India's "Security and ideological concerns" impelled her to ensure that Sri

Lanka ceased cultivating interests that could threaten either immediate or ultimate Indian

security concerns. India, therefore, wanted Sri Lanka to conclude a negotiated political

solution to the ethnic rift that would assure justice and equality to the Tamil minority within

aunited and territorially integral country. Hence India disapproved of a military resolution

of the ethnic conflict while it emphasised that there would be no separate state of Eelam on

which the Tamils remained bent.25 Accordingly the Indo-Sri Lanka Agreement was forged

in July 1987 but the most intractable of the Tamil militant groups, the LTTE, reneged on

assurances given to India 's prime minister . As noted earlier , the return of refugees to Sri

Lanka who anticipated restoration of normalcy ceased. Instead, once again refugees flocked

back to Tamil Nadu because the revived violent conflict severely intensified.



But the activities of the Tamil militant groups, who had a free run of Tamil

Nadu clearly till 1987, and especially of the LTTE among the refugees there, spelt dangers

to the state government of Tamil Nadu and also to the Indian government. When it thus

became evident that India and Tamil Nadu were exhibiting concern over the ethnic conflict

in Sri Lanka, refugees who had sought sanctuary discerned that there was also active

sympathy towards them. They already nursed grievances against the Sri Lankan government

since they had suffered deprivation , damages and losses of loved ones, and had been reduced

to penury. In such an embittered mood many refugees saw in the Tamil militant groups their

"saviours", and often there grew a symbiotic or even stronger relationship between refugees

and militants . And whenever the militant posed either law and order problems or even worse,

severe threat to peace and security in Tamil Nadu or in India elsewhere, then the relationship

that had developed and prevailed between refugees and militants caused greater difficulties .

Militants moved among refugees wooing support , winning followers, and

recruiting personnel to cadres. They obtained assistance in diverse ways such as by way of

funds, advice or even in perpetrating violent attacks or deeds. Militants easily blended with

refugees and survived surveillance melting into the refugee milieu eluding detection . And

even though by the beginning of 1988 the most obstinate and ferocious of the militants should

have vacated Tamil Nadu some of them continued to stay on. Dangers posed both to Tamil

Nadu and to India as a result of refugees continuing to be there lingered hence.

It was no surprise then that India became keener on the repatriation of refugees

soon. Repatriation of Sri Lanka refugees accordingly occurred in 1987 and 1992, the first

movement being after the Indo-Sri Lanka agreement. It was voluntary, and most camps were

closed down. Then the assassination of Rajiv Gandhi on 21 May 1991 prompted India to

repatriate refugees again more than ever before. For a year, attempts to force refugees back

were made. The policy was ambivalent and not uniform. Some refugees were explained about

repatriation and allowed the option to stay. To others no explanation was made. Refugees

sometimes signed forms of repatriation without realizing the implication ; others signed under



pressure or threat . Consequently there were 30,000 consent forms. "India which had never

turned back genuine refugees, or used force in repatriation blotted its record in this case".

It was more a sharp reaction to the assassination. But repatriation however alone could not

curb the activities of the LTTE. "Increasingly militancy and the assassin being a Sri Lankan

were the catalyst in a complex situation of national politics ."

Before the UNHCR's entry India had repatriated 23,126 refugees between 20

January and 15 May 1992. Even though its mandate was very limited, yet "the UNHCR

presence has deterred any forcible repatriation ." That out of 2,938 refugees screened by the

UNCHR only 90 withdrew applications for repatriation leads one to the belief that a number

of refugees went back voluntarily and the complaint of coercion was exaggerated.

Armed robberies in Tamil Nadu and rising crime were blamed by Chief

Minister Ms. Jayalalitha on the Sri Lankan Tamil refugees. Recently in April 1994 two major

highway robberies , one near Sriperumbudur off Madras and the other near Madural, caused

panic among local inhabitants. Ms. Jayalalitha ascribed to the unemployed Sri Lankan Tamil

youth the introduction of certain new crimes such robberies and drug trafficking in to the

state. Sri Lankan Tamils countered "that barring some members of the militant outfits who

go about on motor cycles and indulge in chain snatching, most of the refugees are law

abiding."26 They argued that if the Tamil Nadu government permitted the Sri Lankan Tamils

to get their children into schools, and to be employed then few would turn to crime .

Chief minister Jayalalitha acknowledged the validity of their reasoning adding

that Lankan Tamils were upto crime for sheer survival. Nevertheless she felt that providing

sustenance to refugees was neither the Tamil Nadu's nor the Indian government's

responsibility but that of Sri Lanka. Tamil refugees alleged in turn that since Rajiv Gandhi's

assassination in 1991 anti Tamil feeling had escalated in Tamil Nadu and India, and that Sri

Lankan Tamil refugees had been made into scapegoats. Yet it is evident from a report from

India in the Daily News of April 11,1994 that "Lankan Tamils have not been angels", and

".... technology of crime in Tamil Nadu has been upgraded" since Sri Lankan Tamils had

poured in after 1993. Additionally it was alleged that "Drug trafficking and passport law



violations have also been their contribution to Tamil Nadu's changing crime culture."27

But repatriation itself got fouled and refugees are reluctant to avail themselves

of the process . Its voluntariness is always questioned .28 Instead, refugees want the Tamil

Nadu government to allow non-governmental organisations (NGOS) to commence relief work

for their benefit. This contention also gained support from "a fairly vocal section of public

opinion in Tamil Nadu against forcible repatriation ." Indeed the issue of "refugee

rehabilitation " and an attitude among some in Tamil Nadu of "more caring towards the

'World Tamils" complicated matters both for the state and central governments which added

yet another matter of concern to Tamil Nadu and India. 29

From the beginning of the Sri Lankan ethnic conflict, the internal politics and

public opinion of Tamil Nadu were affected by the consequential happenings. In 1983 when

violence erupted in Sri Lanka, reaction in Tamil Nadu was spontaneous. Students and

government officers organised processions and demonstrations . The government too echoed

these feelings when chief Minister M.G. Ramachandran appealed for a week's mourning and

astate bandh. Prime Minister Indira Gandhi reinforced this show of sympathy and protest

against me treatment of Tamils in Lanka by ordering the central government establishments

too to close for the bandh.

However, the real difficulty within Tamil Nadu and India arose when inter-

party rivalries were exploited by leaders like Karunanidhi, chief of the Dravida Munnetra

Kazhagam. In the endeavour to sympathize with the refugees flooding into Tamil Nadu and

to demonstrate disapproval of the events in Sri Lanka. 30 As S.D. Muni depicts the scene,

the presence in Tamil Nadu of refugees "activised the Tamil social constituency in India and

many Tamil public figures , media organizations and even local politicians started

sympathising with them."

Participation by the state and central governments in overt demonstrations and

gestures of sympathy and at the same time disapprobation of what was taking place in Sri

Lanka led to strains and even cooling of relations between India and Sri Lanka. In this



process, Sri Lanka used the evidence of training camps for militants , under the auspices of

the state and central governments, to highlight the internationally unacceptable behaviour of

neighbouring India. Denial of the Indian government of training camps with answers that

there were refugees but no militants and training camps rang hollow indeed .

In this context even a militant had to be considered to be a refugee since he

was in Tamil Nadu or elsewhere in India, be it Karnataka or New Delhi, as he regarded it

unsafe to be in Sri Lanka. The sanctuary, support and encouragement accorded to the

militants by India or Tamil Nadu who were to the Sri Lankan authorities rebels, insurgents

and terrorists acting seditiously and treasonably drove a wedge between Sri Lanka and India.

And for a long time, until Rajiv Gandhi was assassinated, and then the Indian government

later began cracking the whip against the refugee militants, relationship between Sri Lanka

and her bigger neighbour had plummeted .

Militants could justifiably be in India or Tamil Nadu only in the guise of

refugees. Indeed they had sought asylum from the law enforcement or security authorities

in Sri Lanka. It was their activities and their actions that posed to India the most amount of

threat an'd diverse problems, not only merely a souring of relations with Sri Lanka.

Activities of these refugee militant groups among whom internecine rivalry

actively prevailed were a real peril to the internal law and order situation in Tamil Nadu.

Possessing arms without a valid licence by these "refugees" was "itself an infringement of

the law". Militants took "undue advantage of Tamil Nadu's hospitality" and the number of

instances where they took "the law into their own hands, in view of lack of direct control

over their activities by the state authorities ", alarmed police officials .31

These ostensible refugees, but really militants living in Tamil Nadu, canvassed

the active sympathy and support of the people there by waging a propaganda campaign

through exhibitions , pamphlets and leaflets wherein the "ruthless oppressive" actions of the

Sri Lankan government and the Sinhalese were portrayed. As a result apart from leaders like

P. Nedumaran who threatened to "invade" Sri Lanka, other groups, political activists and

people of Tamil Nadu were activated to pressure the state and central governments to badger



the Sri Lankan authorities . The already hurt relationship with Sri Lanka then got badly

exacerbated.

Tamil militant groups indulged in orgies of mutual annihilation and

compounded the already bad law and order problem faced by Tamil Nadu authorities owing

to the influx of refugees. Even two militant leaders (PLOTE) had had a "shoot out" in Pondy

Bazaar in May 1982, a shopping area in Madras, 32 before the real refugee infl ux. Then on

2August 1985 a bomb meant for an aircraft of Air Lanka was planted and exploded at the

Meenambakkam airport in Madras. It killed 24 Sri Lankans and 6 Indians, damaged the

airport badly, and showed how dangerous to Tamil Nadu itself could refugee militant activity

of a small group, the Tamil Eelam Army (TEA) be.

Subsequent investigations revealed that a timing device, gelatine sticks ,

detonator wires , red phosphorous, sodium, crystal capacitors, potassium cyanide, and foreign

and Indian currency were hidden in a house where the time bomb was assembled.33 Arrested

Sri Lankan nationals , obviously refugees, corroborated the findings. Evidently not only were

refugees acting as those who aid crime or were accessories to violent crime but even their

lodgings'were being used for illegal and criminal activity by militants. There was an attempt

to stall the investigation of the airport explosion as New Delhi was apprehensive that the

results of it would be used by Sri Lanka to proclaim internationally " the existence of militant

training camps in India which had officially been denied by New Delhi." 34 This illustrated

the danger to which India was being exposed by the action of refugee militants .

The state government's law and order officials also had to contend with

complaints of abuse of hospitality extended to refugee militants. Villagers in places like

Kanniapathi in Pudukottay District petitioned the governmental authorities to have the camps

of the Peoples Liberation Organisation of Tamil Eelam (PLOTE) removed since cadres were

extorting donations from shops on the pretext that they were getting back to Sri Lanka.35



Militant groups in Tamil Nadu covered by "The patronage extended to them

by RAW and other Central Intelligence Agencies.." behave as if they were a law unto

themselves. Reports of their murders, carrying and processing lethal weapons with impunity:

and even worse, high handed behaviour towards citizens of Tamil Nadu were numerous. On

1November, 1986, Deepavali, a day of rejoicing to Hindus, following a minor dispute, a

member of the Eelam People's Revolutionary Liberation Front (EPRLF) opened fire at

Choolaimedu in Madras killing a lawyer and injuring several from Tamil Nadu states . 36

Aleading newspaper, The Hindu, editorially commented harshly on this

outrage cataloguing some of the violence committed earlier by refugee militants. Hospitality

had been repaid with "terrorist machine gunning in the streets of Madras...", and the

government was asked to protect its citizens through enforcing law and order combined with

political action .

To aggravate the situation , on the same day"... cadres of another Sri Lanka

Tamil militant organisation ( The People's Liberation Organisation of Tamil Eelam -

PLOTE)" had "descended upon a Thanjavur Village to back up their threat.."37

The Hindu emphasised that these were not isolated incidents. There were

earlier the shoot out between two leaders of militant organisations on 19 May 1982, and the

Meenambakkam airport blast; and then ".... the massacre of August 1984 (30 innocent

people were killed), the clash between local residents and armed militants in Vedaranyam in

December 1985, and the shooting incident at Saligramam (Madras suburb) in May,"38 1986.

Murder and mayhem wearing out the patience of the host whose law and order situation and

security were in dire peril because of refugee militants.

Moreover, India had to host the South Asian Association for Regional Co-

operation (SAARC) summit to be held in Bangalore from 15 to 17, November 1986. Not

only to the state but also to the central government was it clear that militants could "attempt

to cause physical harm to President Jayawardene" of Sri Lanka.



Consequently a formidable plan of disarming militant groups was executed on

8November 1986. The opportunity was also taken then to photograph and note the identity

of Tamil militants by the Police as, it "was found necessary because dozens of unidentified

and unclaimed corpses of Sri Lankans were found dumped on roads and in sewers", and the

law and order machinery in Tamil Nadu did not know them. The operation to round up the

arms of militants had entailed tackling "hundreds of hoodlums, the best of Sri Lanka's

underworld of murderers, drug pedlars and ex-convicts...."35 Even with an allowance for a

certain amount of exaggeration , the above incident and its descrip ti on reveals vividly the

dangers which faced the state of Tamil Nadu owing to harbouring Tamil refugees and

militants.

This opinion got reinforced when it was known that the disarmament of

militants had yielded a haul of Rupees 40 crores worth of armaments. There were surface

to air missiles (SAM), AK 47 rifles , rocket launchers, two inch mortars, hand grenades,

rifles , and a huge amount of ammunition including long-range cartridges , and powerful

explosives. Evidently an army of refugee militants and an arsenal of arms had been gathered

in Madras alone; alone; and to the city and civilians as a result there had been potentially a

severe threat undoubtedly.

Yet when militants were disarmed, Chief minister M. G. Ramachandran had

been a little disconcerted either because he had feared the fall-out on Tamil sentiments in

Madras and Tamil Nadu or because of its effect "on his rapport with Prabhakaran, the LTTE

supremo". 4C This demonstrated the influence of the Sri Lankan Tamil militants on matters

within another country and how it could even circumscribe independent though politic action

there.

The severe danger, the presence and movement of armed refugee militants,

posed to Tamil Nadu and India was sharply summarised by Thomas Abraham, a former

Indian High Commissioner to Sri Lanka. He complimented the police and Chief Minister on

having "acted to prevent the conversion of Tamil Nadu into another Lebanon", and also for

having "set an example for the sort of police action that ".... India "needs". 47



Of course, there was an inevitable fall out of the exercise. India's policy

makers had to confront a delicate situation. The Indian official stance had been that there

were "no militants or training camps in Tamil Nadu...." The police operation "had unearthed

alarge cache of arms and the militants were picked up from their camps...."42 It was indeed

an embarrassment for the Indian government, an embarrassment caused by the presence of

armed militants harboured as refugees.

The harbouring of refugee militants such as the LTTE, in particular , exposed

the stability and integrity of India to dangers, Accusations were made that a widespread

network of terror was being spawned in the South since the fiercest of the Tamil militants

have forged a nexus with diverse secessionist groups in the North of India. Random terrorism

and sporadic violence of which enough evidence has been adduced was believed to be but

only a manifestation of the latent danger confronting India owing to the activities of Sri

Lankan militants. It was feared that street violence and acts of sabotage could contribute

towards low intensity violence, and finally subversion. Internal security , it was alleged, had

continuously deteriorated owing to the want of an effective internal security policy especially

since the 1980s when Tamil militants had first infiltrated . Even the assassination of Rajiv

Gandhi, .could have been prevented if the LTTE had been curbed in South India.43

Among the problems that endanger security in the host country is the one that

is posed through having neglected the prevention of the inflow of weapons and funds from

foreign countries and across the borders into Tamil Nadu and India. Even the true refugees

in camps and outside in Tamil Nadu received remittances from relatives abroad; and it is

well known that there were militants who extorted money. Likewise expatriate Sri Lanka

Tamils funded various militants and groups, all in the name of fighting for the "Tamil

cause": and such funds were at least partly spent on weapons and ammunition along with

collections from the real refugees and sympathizers in Tamil Nadu.

Then there arose an occasion to build up a symbiotic relationship between

radical and secessionist groups in India and the militant Tamils who had gained asylum.

There was a very real danger of this happening, and it is asserted that it had happened since

India had groups in Andra Pradesh, Kashmir, Punjab, Assam, Tamil Nadu and other places .



Such groups were the Peoples War Group, the Naxalites, the United Liberation Front of

Assam, and the Jammu-Kashmir Liberation Front, and the Sikh groups. Some events of

recent times such as the interception of the ship M.V. Ahat carrying arms and the suicide

of an LTTE leader on board by getting the vessel blown up; the blasting of Gandhi's statue

on the eve of India's Republic Day, and other such violence elsewhere in India 44

strengthened the conviction that refugee militants only spell trouble to the host country.

Worse, fears have been perceived owing to the activities of militants who had

been there in India and who still wield influence. The LTTE suspected of working towards

the creation of sympathy in south India for its separatist scheme which could end in a more

grandiose "Separatist pan-Dravidian greater Eelam movement there." To this end, the LTTE

is suspected of endeavouring to destabilise the state government with the help of groups

within Tamil Nadu who are sympathetic to it. On a greater scale, the LTTE is believed to

be aiming at establishing a political relationship and a network for the supply of weapons,

exchange of information and intelligence with separatist or terrorist groups in India in

different parts .

The LTTE is even accused of training personnel from Indian groups reversing

what India had done to Sri Lankan militants in the early eighties . The LTTE's links are, it

is alleged, with the liberation movements in various parts of India extending into Assam,

Punjab, Jammu and Kashmir.45

More seriously , the LTTE especially is thought of endeavouring to establish

connections with countries hostile to India, particularly for procuring and smuggling weapons

into India and Jaffna in Sri Lanka and for establishing safe havens for escape and sanctuary.

Already allegations of drug smuggling and peddling by refugees and militants had been made.

It is further suspected now that the LTTE were trying to co-ordinate drug traf ficking with

international crime organisations so as to collect funds and for smuggling weapons into India

and Jaffna. Also, the LTTE, intransigent militants, are said to be using the southern states

for sanctuary assisted by different separatist groups there .46



The threat to India because of refugee militants is that terrorism and

insurgency within could be encouraged to create rifts in the polity and even the break-up of

it. Sections of people could be alienated from established authority and anti-state violence

fostered. Violent demonstrations, political assassinations, and murder are tools of the refugee

militants which had been used earlier , and could be always used to create disturbances. The

killing of Eelam Peoples Revolutionary Liberation Front, leader Padmanabha and others on

19 June 1990, caused fear and insecurity among the ordinary citizens, and such terror could

be again created among citi zens.

While the threat and danger to Tamil Nadu and India because of refugee

militants must be no doubt recognised and action should be taken to avert them, yet Indian

Policy towards the genuine refugee ought to be "more humanitarian and less political ." 47

The refugee should be treated solely on a humanitarian basis and refugee assistance must not

be limited or confined to the immediate or time being situation alone. Education and

provision to gain skills should be restored . Better health facilities , even with the aid of the

international community, would improve conditions. Basic housing needs, drinking water ,

better sanitation and work opportunity should be provided. Refuge also must encompass in

it rehabilitation . Unfortunately, conditions in Sri Lanka are such that violence erupts time and

again and certain parts of the country are not only insecure but poorly inhabitable owing to

the want of amenities there in addition following the war. The crisis remains with no sight

of an early solution .

Indian policy towards Sri Lanka refugees was magnanimous till Rajiv Gandhi

was assassinated. Understandably, since then attitudes changed, and more recently there is

an increasing fear that the refugees are there to remain which add to make India's policy

.towards the Tamil refugees stricter . Also, the Indian attitude got worse when the Indian

government and people concluded that it was difficult to differentiate between militants and

refugees; and therefore all Sri Lankan Tamils needed to be deported. And the support the

refugees have provided to the militants, unwillingly or under fear, has proved costly for them

now. 48 Now while there is a plan to repatriate 5500 refugees, there also is a tug of war

between Tamil Nadu, which wants the ban on the LTTE that expires in May 1994 extended

and the Central Government of India which is slow on it. In this atmosphere, there are also

allegations that the RAW had obtained the goodwill of the LTTE in late 1993 to ensure the

safety of Indian's Prime Minister Narasimha Rao when he went abroad to London.



Irrespective of the truth or falsehood of the allegations , at least the reports indicate how

dangerous to the host giving refuge to militants could be.

In the initial euphoria of Tamil Eelam the authentic refugee gained, but as

militant and related activities increased in the state, the refugee suffered. The Sri Lankan

Tamil refugee now languishes in Tamil Nadu with few rights and a strong fear of the future

in an unenviable condition .
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